Pacemakers

The leadless pacemaker is a generator and an electrode device (inserted directly) into the right ventricle and is 90 percent smaller than a transvenous pacemaker. The system is implanted through a transcutaneous microvole approach. Chest incision and subcutaneous pocket is not necessary. The key benefits of a leadless pacemaker is that most problems associated with transvenous pacemaker and leads are eliminated, pocket infections, hematoma, dislocation of lead, and fracture of lead. Since there is no chest incision or visible pacemaker pocket, the leadless pacemaker also has a smaller profile. Leadless pacemakers only have single-chamber ventricular pacing and lack the ability to defibrillate. For patients with chronic atrial fibrillation with bradyarrhythmias or brady-tachy arrhythmias syndrome or those who need anti-pace, leadless pacemakers may be used. For patients who need dual-chamber pacing, such as patients with some types of heart block or sino-atrial dysfunction, leadless pacemaker are unacceptable. Leadless pacemaker has been approved for use in the United States by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Medtronic PLC-Minneapolis, MN is second Siemens-Abbott Laboratory, Abbott Park, IL in awaiting approval.

Improvement to Health Care

Pacemakers have changed healthcare in a tremendous way. A pacemaker helps regulate your heart that for people who are heart rhythm is too slow. Pacemakers also regulate your heart rate automatically to satisfy your level of physical activity. The leadless pacemaker allows people to get back to their regular activities and does not limit them doing activities. The innovation of pacemakers has changed healthcare in many ways and will continue to improve and help more people in the future.

ADVANTAGES OF LEADLESS PACEMAKER

- Minimizes chances of infection
- Avoids all complications of surgery
- No scar or flap needed to be made on chest
- Device much easier to implant
- Very small and self-contained device with inbuilt battery
- MRI compatible
- Prevents patients from developing infections intentionally with the pacemaker on the chest (called heart’s syndrome) which may affect the device functioning
- Patients can move their hands freely and carry out activities like swimming, exercising etc.

Benefits and Challenges

The benefits that leadless pacemaker give are no scarred incision, small, and no surgery. You have less time to perform the procedure with no scarred incision and no surgery. In general, the procedure is done under local anesthesia and the patient can go home the same day. Complications and side effects are minimal. Leadless pacemaker has a very ease handling without any prior training, and you have more chance to get local care. Sudden death is rare and the device playing out of ghost and internal bleeding. Infection can happen but are very rare.

Cost

The average cost for a leadless pacemaker is $2,967 up to $2,999. How much the less for a leadless pacemaker are $599 up to $1,599. Physical services, and Abbott Hospital services are $1275 per service. Additional cost is $500 to $1,990 to maintain your leadless pacemaker. The $2,967 cost includes the device, all accessories, and all costs associated with this device.
History of the Pacemaker

During the 1930's Luigi Galvani was the first scientist to see a muscle contraction with the application of an electrical current to the limb of a dead frog. Ever since this observation, scientists researched and applied electrical currents for clinical use. Even since then, many scientists and biomedical engineers have conducted research using electrical currents for clinical use. In the late 1950's Dr. Albert Hyman was working on developing the cardiac pacemaker. He patented his first model for artificial pacemaker and that was patented during 1959. Dr. Hyman made three ascendent designs of the artificial pacemaker and he tested the models by experimenting on different animals. Although there was no industrial interest in the product in the United States, a German company called Siemens-Medikon and tested by Dr. Siegel. Then in 1968, William Brady Stockley, Webster Brownstein, and John Beherns developed a device called bradycardia which revolutionized the pacemaker industry. This caused electrical cells to be significantly smaller and this was a breakthrough for the pacemaker. The design of the 1990's and the early 1990's was to be the era of pacemaker development. Giving back to the doctors in the 1950's, during that time pacemakers were large and had to be plugged into electrical outlets. But later scientists were able to develop implantable pacemakers. In the 1980's, in particular, the breakthrough of the implantable pacemaker, the initial volume of global sales was about 12,000 units. Following into the 1990's, pacemaker sales increased by more than 50%, over 120 companies produced 300,000 pacemakers worldwide. Ever since then, the innovation of the pacemaker has only improved and will continue to. Pacemakers are a great innovation that has reduced the risk of death in many lives.

Career Implications
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